To achieve this proof-of-concept component it was necessary to expose the evanescent field of the optical fibre, such that two fibres could optically couple. Exposure was achieved through use of a wet etching, using a buffered HF solution. In the etching of this structure the diameter of SMF-28 fibre was brought down to 8 μm. After etching a pair of such fibres were layered-up upon a silicon wafer. The silicon wafer had a thick thermally grown oxide (15 μm) that acted as an optical buffer (clad), ensuring a guided mode did not leak into the silicon substrate. The layer-up stage brought the two etched fibres into physical contact and thus enabled directional coupling. In this initial demonstration a 0.5 μm thick FHD layer was deposited and consolidated about the fibre(s), illustrated in Fig 1(b) -(e). The FHD silicate was doped with boron and phosphorus such that the refractive index matched that of the thermal oxide and it had a consolidation temperature below 1250 o C. It is noted that due to meniscus effects during consolidation the thickness of FHD varies about the respective fibres. The component demonstrated brought two fibres together at an angle of 3-degrees, after which they are in physical proximity for ~1mm and then depart at an angle similar to input, illustrated in Figure 1 (c) -(e). Upon single arm input illumination at 780 nm wavelength a 34:66 splitting ratio was attained, illustrated in Figure 1 (f)-(g). Improvements to surface roughness of the etched fibres, optimised FHD thickness and refractive index and fibre diameter insertion losses should be further reduced.
This work will report the latest results for propagation losses in etched fibre after IOF layer-up and the insertion losses brought about for optimised coupler designs. Comment shall be made on routes for scalability of this technique.
